EPS COUNCIL 1984

A report from the recent Council meeting in Winterthur covering the activities of the European Physical Society, its Divisions, Advisory Committees and its Members.

The Council of EPS composed of delegates of each EPS group member (national societies mainly), delegates of the Individual Ordinary Members (see panel for new composition), the Chairman of Divisions with, in attendance, the Chairman of the Advisory Committees and invited persons met in Winterthur (CH) from 29-30 March 1984. In the words of the retiring President, Professor J. Friedel, the site was in many ways ideal. Meetings took place in rooms inside the “Technorama” a permanent scientific and technical exhibition (funded by industry and the local authorities) recently opened on the outskirts of an “industrial” town that in its cleanliness and homeliness is itself a reminder that manufacture and quality of life need not be incompatible.

The President opened the meeting by expressing regret over the recent death of two founding members (see pages 14 and 15) — a sad reminder of the growing maturity of the Society which is now in its 15th year. He summarised the present state of EPS as satisfactory in the sense that we were not facing any crisis, but improvement had been slower than he would have liked and we should be more ambitious in the future.

The Council heard a summary of the two main themes of the discussion — "Europeanism" and the "University-Industry Gap". Under both headings, mobility of people and information are key factors and a number of mechanisms are being studied to improve communication between our Associate Members and to involve them more in the working of the Society — in conference planning, education etc. These are for ACAPPI and the Executive Committee to work out. In future meetings of the Council, the Associate Members' own delegates will be present. Elections are now being held of four representatives — two for four years and two for two years so that in the steady state, elections of two delegates can be held every two years.

It should be noted that the majority of newly joined Associate Members are from France (and many pay more than the minimum fee of Sw.Fr. 1000.-) which indicates that with a more uniform representation, the number can be significantly increased in the future. Particularly pleasing was the beginning of a list of eastern European Associate Members including the latest member which hailed from Hungary.

External relations
A number of exchanges had taken place with the American Physical Society, the most visible result of which was the creation of the 4 d) category of EPS membership, open to members of the APS at a subscription rate only 25% higher than the 4 c) members (those
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who are members of a group member of EPS). The numbers in the 4 dl category are mounting steadily (and according to the subscription secretary they are good payers!). Another result is the reciprocity of rights to present papers at each other’s conferences. This is of particular significance as APS requires that the presenter of a paper to its conferences is an APS member or is sponsored by an APS member. Only with EPS plasma physics conferences, must presenters be an IOM, a member of an EPS member group or an employee of an Associate Member, or be sponsored by one of these.

APS has made a number of concessions to EPS Individual Members regarding subscriptions to its publications and will be invited to cooperate in the symposium on joint facilities for physics research that will be held in London in association with the Council meeting in 1986 — the week beginning 21 March as will the Japanese. When delegates have been nominated by all the Divisions an international programme committee will be set up.

Relations with UNESCO were also close. UNESCO helps in the funding and distribution of the newsletter sponsored by the Advisory Committee on Education (Europhysics Education News) and gives assistance to enable committee members living in peripheral countries to attend meetings. The symposium organised in 1981 by the Physics and Society Committee in association with UNESCO and which recommended regional workshops and schools has generated a new cooperation between Spain and Portugal (to be reported in a later edition of Europhysics News).

Budapest Office

At its previous meeting, Council had authorised the Executive Committee to establish an office in Budapest once appropriate assurances had been received that the transfer of funds between eastern European countries could be arranged. This is complicated, but the Executive Committee was now ready to go ahead and the Budapest office will shortly start being set up.

Relations with UNESCO were also close. UNESCO helps in the funding and distribution of the newsletter sponsored by the Advisory Committee on Education (Europhysics Education News) and gives assistance to enable committee members living in peripheral countries to attend meetings. The symposium organised in 1981 by the Physics and Society Committee in association with UNESCO and which recommended regional workshops and schools has generated a new cooperation between Spain and Portugal (to be reported in a later edition of Europhysics News).

CHANGE IN RULE 16 OF THE BY-LAWS

Consequent upon Council’s decision, RULE 16 of the BY-LAWS now reads:

Normally all nominations and elections to service on the Council shall be for a four-year term but one quarter of those members of the Council not serving on the Executive Committee nor as Divisional Chairmen shall retire each year. Council members being Chairmen of a Division continue to serve throughout their chairmanship.

Changes shown in italic.

view that in future all EPS Approved Conferences (i.e. organised by the Divisions) must charge lower fees to IOMs, typically of about Sw.Fr. 40.—, depending on the meeting.

Space does not permit a comprehensive review of all the activities of the EPS and the following are just some of the further topics that stimulated discussions in Council.

Advisory Committees

Education — In line with current thinking in science administration circles in Europe, the Physics Education Committee is now transferring its attention from an American centre to a European network of people actively engaged on research into the teaching of physics. Such a venture should capture the interest of governments as well as physicists (and qualify for government support). The “Teaching Abroad” scheme has been pursued with a Polish lecturer at Lund, and the Chairman of the Committee now needs new proposals from visiting lecturers and host institutions.

Physics and Society — Two main themes of the Committee will be the public awareness of physics (a subject on

Delegates to Council of the Individual Ordinary Members.

The results of the postal election are that the nine representatives to Council of the Individual Ordinary Members are:

- J. Ernest, Marcoussis
- B. Feuerbacher, Cologne
- W. Heine, Cambridge
- F. Janouch, Stockholm
- F. Mezel, Budapest
- T. Riste, Kjeller
- E. Skrzypczak, Warsaw
- M. Tosi, Trieste
- A. Wapstra, Amsterdam

with as first alternate:
- L. Van Gerven, Leuven
- New members
which there will be a symposium in Prague) and the problem of physicists' employment — a follow-up to the 1981 symposium in Erice.

Publications — Whereas the Europhysics Letters project had been taking most attention, the problem of journal subscriptions in the poorer countries had also been pursued, notably in regard to Poland where the 1981 volumes were nearly all missing.

Divisions
The Astronomy and Astrophysics Division has been reflecting on the special position of astronomy and how it might be structured in the future (see page 9). Its objective is to form a European Astronomical Society which should then become a 4 b) group member of EPS in the same way as the Ampère Group. Members of the European Society could then join EPS as 4 c) Individual Members.

To facilitate this change, Council approved an ingenious interim arrangement whereby the larger (≥ 300) astronomical societies in Europe could apply to become recognised as Collaborating Societies. Their members could then join EPS as 4 d) members at the same rate as APS members (Sw.Fr. 50.--) instead of at the 4 a) rate of Sw.Fr. 120.-- as at present.

Council approved changes in the statutes of the Atomic and Molecular Physics Division and the Plasma Physics Division to ensure greater continuity from one Board to the next. These changes reflect the Council's concern over continuity in its own affairs and has changed RULE 16 (see panel) to provide for delegates to serve for four-year terms instead of three-year.

The A. & M. Division is planning on holding a general conference (similar to the very successful Heidelberg conference in 1981) every four years when there will be no national meetings; the next is in Amsterdam in 1985. As it is so much more satisfactory to hold Board meetings at their general conference, Board members will in future be elected for 4 years. The Plasma Division's solution to a similar cycle is to permit the Chairman to serve a third three-year term (although not three terms as chairman).

Condensed Matter Division — Main news after the highly successful general conference at Den Haag is the formation of the Liquids Section which now has a provisional Board under the chairmanship of Professor S. Bratos of the Pierre et Marie Curie University in Paris. Its ses-

Nuclear Physicist
There is a vacancy for an experimental physicist to join the nuclear physics group at the Daresbury Laboratory, an establishment of the Science and Engineering Research Council situated in rural Cheshire which operates major national facilities for scientific research.

The group is involved in carrying out and supporting a research programme on the Nuclear Structure Facility (NSF) a large tandem accelerator which has recently been completed and which is operating at up to 20 MV on terminal.

The successful applicant will be required to liaise with university research teams using the NSF. Candidates will also be expected to collaborate in nuclear research programmes and to play an active role in initiating and developing new programmes. Other duties will involve work on the design and development of major equipment, through to commissioning, operation and maintenance. As a member of the in-house team of scientists he/she will be expected to provide expertise in the methods of experimental nuclear physics to aid and direct the technical and scientific support staff in operating the NSF and for diagnosing problems as they arise.

Applicants (male or female) should have a good honours degree (or equivalent qualification) in an appropriate discipline with a period of relevant post graduate experience. A PhD degree in nuclear physics and a period of post-doctoral experience in experimental nuclear research would be an advantage.

The appointment will be made in the grade of Higher Scientific Officer according to qualifications and experience, on a salary scale of £160 to £9561 per annum. There is a non-contributory superannuation scheme, generous leave allowance and a flexible working hours scheme.


Further information may be obtained from Dr. J. S. Lilley, telephone: (0938) 85000 Ext. 558.

Application forms may be obtained from and should be returned quoting reference number DL/839 to:

EPS Lecturer 1984
The EPS Lecturer for 1984 is Professor P.T. Matthews FRS of the University of Cambridge. Well-known in the high energy and particle physics community for his original contributions to the subject and his skills as a lecturer, Professor Matthews will begin his European tour in Switzerland and will then move on to the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands.

He will be presenting two lectures:
1) Electro-weak Interactions and Intermediate Vector Bosons
This will deal with the theoretical background to the experimental work now going on at CERN on the $W^\pm$ and $Z^0$ particles and the implications for the LEP programme.

2) Stellar evolution — White Dwarfs and Black Holes
This will be a broad "popular" account of stellar evolution based on some simple notions from statistical mechanics and the four basic interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Lecture</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 April 1984</td>
<td>University of Geneva</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>W.O. Amrein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 May</td>
<td>Neuchâtel</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>P. Huguenin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 May</td>
<td>Bern</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>P. Minkowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 May</td>
<td>Bochum</td>
<td>1715</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>J.S. Schilling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 May</td>
<td>Cologne</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>J. Hajdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 May</td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S.A. Wouthuysen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 May</td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>G. Massaro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The traditional Council lecture was this year given by R.P. van Stapele of Eindhoven on "Nuclear Spin Imaging for Medical Applications". A summary will appear in a future issue of Europhysics News.

**Letter to the Editor**

This coming summer, many physicists will attend the 6th General Conference of the European Physical Society in Prague, and those who are individual Ordinary Members will attend as well the General Meeting of our Society. Such meetings are of singular importance as they provide one of the rare occasions when members can discuss their physics and its culture.

But what do we mean when we use the word "culture"? Is it simply the acquisition of more and more esoteric data relating to purely physical phenomena? Few would accept such a narrow definition; the majority would regard our culture as being a complex quantity in which a sense of values must also play a role. And admitting that, we are forced to recognise the differentiation into things that are "good" and those that are "bad". Science cannot be considered just a body of knowledge, of specific skills, and of institutions where particular kinds of knowledge are concentrated and some skills well organized; for, in addition, the discussion of virtue and vice as "embodied" in its development should be regarded as an integral part. Lest the complex develop without this discussion being even recognized as something essential, and lest the complex develop vice that becomes stronger than virtue...

To-day the basic threat to humanity is not coming from "West" nor from "East", nor is it coming from "North" nor from "South". It is coming from the increasing autonomy of a scientific culture which explicitly embodies knowledge but forgets about value. To be more concrete: I believe the present dangerous relation between East and West stems from the existence of nuclear armature and is aggravated by the present political relation — not the other way round! What is so disturbing is not the place of science and technology in the hands of politicians, but the functioning of politicians under the umbrella of science and technology. And with regard to the latter, EPS might constitute a forum for an opening debate on the matter.

What I propose is that an effort be made not to miss this opportunity.

J.W.R. Fennema
Hilversum, the Netherlands